Abstract -This paper analyzed the selection of practical impedance of Superconducting fault current limiter (SFCL) on bus tie in a power distribution system. Generally, the parallel operation of main transformer offers a number of advantages. However, when a fault occurred in the parallel operation of main transformer, the fault currents could exceed the capacity of conventional protective device and might generate protective coordination problems. To solve these problems, the SFCL has been studied as the attractive device. Especially, in power distribution system on bus tie with SFCL, the effect of the resistance of SFCL could decrease the increased fault currents and could meet the capacity of conventional protective devices by them. Also, they could solve the protective coordination problems. Therefore, we analyzed the practical impedance of SFCL on bus tie in a power distribution system using PSCAD/EMTDC.
Introduction
Recently as the power distribution system is being more complex and power demand is being increasing, a main transformer (MTr) is required to change to larger main transformer or to be operated in parallel by connecting bus tie. At this time, it is refer to the parallel operation of MTr than changing to larger MTr, which is so expensive. Also, the parallel operation of MTr offers a number of advantages [1] [2] [3] . However, under the condition of the parallel operation of MTr when a fault occurred, due to decreasing the sum %Z base of the paralleled MTr, the fault currents could exceed the capacity of conventional protective device such as circuit breakers (CB), reclosers, fuses, and so on. Therefore, the methods decreasing fault current are needed to meet its capacity and there are some conventional ways. Nevertheless, these ways may take place other problems such as loss power system safety, voltage drop and increasing power losses. Among these, the new way indicated about these problems is application of SFCL [4] [5] [6] . The use of SFCL is now under examination as the most effective, economic and realistic method. In power distribution system with SFCL on bus tie, the effect of the resistance of SFCL could decrease the increased fault currents, which are able to meet the capacity of conventional protective devices. However, although the decreased fault currents are able to meet the capacity of conventional protective devices, the decreased fault current couldn't meet the additional problems such as protective coordination of them.
In this paper, when applying the SFCL on bus tie in a power distribution system, we selected the suitable impedance value of the SFCL to meet below the capacity of CB and to coordinate recloser-fuse effectively. Fig. 1 represents a configuration of a power distribution system with a SFCL on bus tie. That consists of the three main transformers (MTr#1, MTr#2 and MTr#3) and three or four feeders per a MTr respectively. Also, to protect MTr and feeders as well as loads, various protective devices are installed such as circuit breakers, reclosers, and fuses. And, in order to always operate the MTr in parallel, there are some switches (S/W1 , 2 ) on standby, which could connect MTr1 to MTr2 or MTr2 to MTr3 and the one of them, S/W 1, normally closed. The SFCL is installed on bus tie between MTr1 and MTr2. The detailed data of the power distribution system are shown in Table 1 . We analyzed the capacity of protective devices and protective coordination, in case that a three phase ungrounded fault and a permanent single line to ground fault occurs on case 1, 2 in Fig. 1 respectively. Case 2 3.1km from MTr#1, 2
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Protective devices and coordination
The Circuit breaker is an automatically-operated electrical switching device capable of making, carrying, and breaking currents under normal circuit condition as well as specified abnormal circuit conditions such as short circuit [7] . CBs can be tripped and closed manually within the capacity rated values of one. The typical capacity ratings for CB are presented in Table 2 . 2 shows waveforms of fault current for case 1. The CB is operated by its setting manual and the symmetrical fault current rms is 7.27 [kA]. This value is below the rated interruption current of CB in Table 2 .
The recloser is a basic overcurrent protective device used in a power distribution system by preventing an unnecessary long interruption caused by the trip of CB for an instantaneous fault [8] . If the fault current flows to the recloser and is bigger than the preset threshold value, the recloser is instantaneously tripped depending on timecurrent-characteristics (TCC) curve which called fast operation (F). After several fast-trip operations of recloser, the recloser starts the delay operation (D). If the fault current is not removed after several fast trips and delay trips, the recloser would recognize the fault as a permanent fault and trip permanently called lockout. We set the operation sequence of recloser to 2 fast -1 delay (2F1D) in this paper. The Fuse is an overcurrent device with a circuit-opening fusible equipment directly heated and blew by the passage of overcurrent through it in the event of an overload or short circuit condition. Therefore, the purpose of a fuse is to clear a permanent fault by removing the defective segment of a line or equipment from the system [9] .
Next, we analyzed the recloser-fuse coordination. when an instantaneous fault occurs behind the fuse, the fuse doesn't have to melt because the recloser removes the fault by reclosing operation. When a permanent fault occurs, the fuse has to melt just before the last delay trip (lockout) of the recloser in order to protect the loads between the recloser and fuse to be interrupted [10] . Fig. 3 shows waveforms of the recloser-fuse (140K) coordination for case 2. The fuse melts at 'melting point' before the last delay trip of the recloser and the fault current is cleared. It could be found that normal feeder currents flow. 
Parallel Operation of Main Transformers
Generally, the paralleling of transformers offers a number of advantages. The advantages include expandability of output power, improved reliability, higher efficiency, redundancy implementation, and easy maintenance. However, under the condition of the parallel operation of transformers, the fault currents could be increased and the fault current problem is becoming more serious in a power distribution system. Fig. 4 shows waveform of fault current for case 1 in parallel operation of the MTr. A symmetrical fault current rms is 14.43 [kA] . This value exceeded the rated interruption current of CB, thus which might malfunction for breaking fault current. Fig. 5 shows waveforms of the recloser-fuse (140K) for case 2 in parallel operation of the MTr. This, due to the increased fault current, the fuse melted before having operated the fast operation of recloser and recloser-fuse coordinative operation didn't operate. . Here, the fuse melted between the second fast operation and the last delay operation for recloser. It could be confirmed that the normal current flows through a feeder. Therefore, recloser-fuse coordinative operation can OK as original, because the SFCL applied on bus tie limited the increased fault current. Table 3 presents the SFCL's practical impedance for parallel operation of the MTr. When SFCL's impedances apply over 1.5 [Ω] , the symmetrical fault current rms could be limited below the rated interruption current of CB and when SFCL's impedances apply over 2.0 [Ω], recloser-fuse coordinative operation can possible. Therefore, we proposed that the value of SFCL's practical impedance should be selected 2.0 [Ω] to meet the rated interruption current of CB and recloser-fuse coordinative operation.
Conclusion
In this paper, we analyzed the practical impedance of SFCL on bus tie in a power distribution system using PSCAD/EMTDC. There are many advantages to operate the paralleling of MTrs, on the other hand, there are some problem about the increased fault current which could exceed the rated interruption current of CB and malfunction recloser-fuse coordinative operation. However, when the SFCL apply on bus tie in a power distribution system, the same benefits of parallel operation maintain as well as it could limit the increased fault current by controlling SFCL's impedance. The SFCL's impedance should be set to meet the rated interruption current of CB and recloser-fuse coordinative operation. Thus, we proposed the value of SFCL's practical impedance to maintain to them. Il-Kyoung You received the B.S. degree in Electrical Engineering from Soongsil University, Korea in 2009. He is currently pursuing the M.S. degree in Electrical Engineering from Soongsil University, Korea. His research interests are power system and quality, application SFCL to power system, protective coordination.
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